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‘At-risk articles’: the imperative to
recover lost science
Deceptive publishers have been discussed and written about from a multitude of perspectives and in a
variety of disciplines, but scant attention has been devoted to a particular aspect of the issue: How we
as scholarly communities are dealing with the research that appears in these outlets. It is problematic
that the question is not being addressed, as this research is at risk of being lost. It is at risk because
articles that appear in deceptive publications are not indexed, so they are less visible, discoverable and
citable. Additionally, they are not preserved and therefore likely to disappear should the publisher cease
its activities or neglect to carry out basic maintenance on their archives and servers. Furthermore, it is
particularly problematic because this lost science is potentially valuable. In this article, it is argued that,
rather than continuing to risk the loss of this potentially important research by ignoring its existence,
research disciplines should look at developments in open peer review and the increasing use of preprint
servers for their potential to recover and reintegrate these at-risk articles into the scholarly record.
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Introduction
A significant amount of digital ink has been devoted to the question of deceptive1
publishers. It is an issue that affects all scholarly disciplines that engage with APC-based
gold open access (OA), and as such elicits a broad range of commentaries, opinions,
research pieces, checklists and, above all, warnings. They caution researchers to stay away,
to avoid, to identify and to check lists. The good ones also ask researchers to critically
engage with this subject. They question the use of the term ‘predatory’; reflect on a
broken academic system that forces researchers to publish at increasingly onerous rates;
interrogate the presence of these publishing outlets in the Global North/Western hegemony
of for-profit academic publishing; and consider the limitations and racial overtones of
‘blacklisting’ and ‘whitelisting’. However, in all this rich literature, there is a question with
which the research community is largely unengaged, which is: What do we do with the
research that appears in these outlets?

Quantifying the problem
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‘What do we do with
the research that
appears in these
outlets?’

Quantifying the amount of research that appears in deceptive outlets
is difficult for a number of reasons, one of which is that most of these
analyses use a controversial basis2 for data collection and therefore
any subsequent analysis of the data represents a particular view of the
market. A full discussion on the various quantitative studies of the market is outside
the scope of this article, but the interested reader should refer to the widely cited 2015
article by Shen and Björk3 and the response to their work by Crawford in Cites & Insights4
for an understanding of how market analyses can vary. Regardless, it may be helpful to
put the available numbers in context. Shen and Björk estimated that, in 2014, 420,000
articles appeared in potentially deceptive journals.5 This number should be considered in
light of available figures for the journal article market as a whole in the same period. In
2015, 55 million Crossref DOIs referred to journal articles,6 so their estimate represents
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approximately 0.76% of the market at the time. Crawford estimates the number at a much
lower 120,000 articles,7 representing 0.22% of the market. In another study, Shaghei et al.
looked at potentially questionable journal articles published by researchers at the University
of Southern Denmark for the years 2015 and 2016. In their analysis of 6,851 articles, they
found 31 possibly questionable articles, or a rate of 0.45%.8 There has not been a more
recent large-scale analysis similar to that done by Shen and Björk, so current figures on
the number of articles in potentially deceptive journals are not available. However, recent
figures show that the total number of published journal articles has increased significantly
since 2015, with 73 million DOIs pointing to articles in 2018.9 Additionally, the OA journal
market has increased over this period as well, with 2.1 million articles searchable in the
DOAJ in 2015,10 increasing to over 4.5 million in 2019.11 Given the overall increase in article
output, it would be reasonable to assume that the volume of articles appearing in potentially
deceptive venues would have increased since 2015.

Lost science
This increase is concerning for a variety of reasons, not least of which is that these articles
are at risk of disappearing from the scholarly record. Clarke and Smith discuss the problem
of ‘lost science’, noting that articles that appear in deceptive publications are not indexed
in scholarly databases so they are less visible, discoverable and citable.12
Others13 have also noted the issue of discovery for these articles. Consider
‘these articles are at
too that articles appearing in these outlets are not likely to be preserved.
risk of disappearing
Should the publisher cease its activities or neglect to carry out basic
from the scholarly
maintenance on their archives and servers, articles that appear in these
record’
outlets are at risk of disappearing. This should be concerning to researchers
and their communities because work that appears in these outlets is
potentially valuable.

The question of peer review
In a recent analysis of 516 articles containing the term ‘predatory publishers’ and its
variations published between 2010 and 2019, 48% of the articles (n = 248) could be broadly
characterized as primarily informing or alerting researchers to the problem of deceptive
publishing.14 Articles highlighting the potential research waste and scientific harm these
publications represent cite the fact that the articles appearing in them have not been
adequately peer-reviewed. A lack of peer review is a major recurring theme in the significant
amount of work that has been done to characterize deceptive publishers. A quick search
online will reveal hundreds of checklists, notices from scholarly publishing associations,
commentaries and research guides that generally conclude that ‘such
journals do not provide the peer review that is the hallmark of […]
‘there has been limited
scholarly publishing’.15 One can also refer to stings and pranks performed
research done on peer
by researchers and journalists that expose the lack of peer review in these
outlets as further support for the contention that these outlets do not
review in questionable
16
17
provide peer review. Despite criticism of the methodologies or ethics
journals’
of these hoaxes, they do seem to paint a portrait of journals that are not
overly concerned with scientific integrity.
Reports of these stings and pranks generally do not appear in peer-reviewed journals,
but rather as new items, editorials, blog posts and social media conversations. In fact, it
seems that there has been limited research done on peer review in questionable journals
with only a few peer-reviewed studies to date on the topic. In four articles that touch
on the subject, those by Cobey et al., Shaghaei et al. and Cohen et al. looked at author
perception of peer review in questionable journals post-publication, while McCutcheon
et al. also looked to validate the quality of peer review by performing a post-publication
peer review exercise.18
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Cobey et al., who were specifically interested in the question of peer review, found that
the majority of participants surveyed (83.3%) believed their article had undergone peer
review and among those, most (79.7%) felt ‘the peer review was substantial and helpful’.19
Shaghei et al., who investigated author motivations for submitting to potentially dubious
venues, reported that their interviewees had varying experiences with the submission
and review processes, with some noting they had to ‘change their articles and provide
additional information’ and others noting a ‘lack of feedback or only limited corrections of
their articles’.20 Cohen et al., seeking to understand both author and editor motivations and
perspectives on experiences publishing in deceptive outlets, found that 78.2% of authors
recalled a peer review and that 68.0% had to submit revisions.21 Finally, McCutcheon et al.
performed a structured post-publication peer review on a sample of articles from suspected
‘predatory’ journals and from relatively good journals and asked authors
to rate their experiences with the reviewers and editors of these journals.
‘that 78.2% of authors
Their results confirmed their predictions that raters would find that there
recalled a peer review
would be more spelling, grammatical, statistical and methodological errors
and that 68.0% had to
in the suspected ‘predatory’ journals and that raters would score the
submit revisions’
article’s literature review and ‘overall contribution to science’ as better in
‘non-predatory’ journals.22 With regard to author perception of the review
experience, though, they found that authors did not give consistently
poorer ratings to ‘predatory’ journals except for one criteria that asked them to consider
whether the editors/reviewers were well-qualified.23
These limited pieces of data on author perception of peer review in questionable outlets are
pulled from larger studies covering broader questions and cannot be generalized, nor should
they be. They are limited for a variety of reasons, mostly noted by the authors of the articles.
The response rate to the Cobey et al. survey was quite low (14%) and both the recruitment
e-mail and the survey instrument stated that the respondent was being contacted because
the research team believed that the author had published in a possibly ‘predatory’ journal,
thereby introducing a possible source of bias in the results.24 Shaghei et al.’s limited sample
size of six interviewees, and the semi-structured nature of their interview script that did
not specifically ask about the peer review process, limits the applicability of this study
to the question of peer review processes in questionable outlets. Cohen et al. also noted
that low response rates, among other factors, limit the generalizability of their results.25
Additionally, even for those authors that reported experiencing peer review, the rigour and
appropriateness of the review cannot be known. McCutcheon et al. give particular attention
in their discussion to the potential for cognitive dissonance on the part of authors when
evaluating the quality of peer review and the overall speed and their satisfaction with the
publication process.26
Recently, Grudniewicz, Moher, Cobey et al. described a consensus statement on ‘predatory
journals’27 that was reached as part of the work of a research programme based out of the
Ottawa Hospital Research Institute’s Journalology group. In this article they state that they
chose to omit the question of peer review from their definition because it was too subjective
to include. It is unfortunate the group left this element out of the definition given the limited
generalizability of the studies that have looked at this question. When considering the
question of peer review, one should weigh the amount of available work that cites a lack
of peer review as a defining characteristic of these publications against the limited studies
to the contrary. After all, this research is not labelled ‘a significant threat to science’28 only
because a researcher was misled about made-up impact factors or oblique pricing. The
threat is implied because the research has not been vetted.

Reframing
It is important that we reconsider the narrative around the research that appears in these
deceptive outlets. There is a considerable amount of stigma surrounding this topic and this
appears to have at least some impact on the research in the field. Cohen et al. note that
‘from provided comments, there is clearly a stigma around being associated with a predatory
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journal for both authors and editors’.29 Recall too that Cobey et al. noted the presumption of
predation in their survey instrument as a limitation in their research.30
Let us shift our thinking to remove the stigma around the research that appears in these
outlets and proceed with the assumption that at least some of this research has not been
peer reviewed. Let us also take into account reports in the literature of authors who see
their work ‘published’ without consent, notice, fee payment, nor copyright
agreement.31 Without these hall-marks of legitimate publishing, must we
‘proceed with the
consider all this research as formally published? Or can at least some of it
assumption that at
be reframed as not yet validated by the scholarly research community?

least some of this

The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) stresses
research has not been
‘the need to assess research on its own merits rather than on the basis of
peer reviewed’
the journal in which the research is published’.32 While McCutcheon et al.
found in their study that overall the quality of articles in ‘predatory’ outlets
was of lower quality, they were struck by the variability in quality of the
articles in these outlets. While the majority were of poorer quality, two received high marks
and were misidentified as coming from a ‘predatory’ outlet.33 In another post-publication
peer review study in nursing, Oermann et al. rated the overall quality of 358 articles in
presumed ‘predatory’ outlets and found that while 47.7% were considered of poor quality,
47.2% were rated as average, and 3.7% were considered excellent.34 Should
we continue then to discount this research completely despite the fact that
there is at least some evidence that quality research does appear in these
‘(DORA) stresses
outlets? If we reframe our thinking about this research and consider that it
“the need to assess
has not yet been validated, and is therefore potentially valuable, should we
research on its own
continue as scholarly communities to ignore or ‘write off’35 this research?
merits rather than
Or, should we have a serious conversation about what we do with the
on the basis of the
research that appears in these outlets?

Options

journal in which the
research is published”’

As a scholarly communication librarian, I advise researchers often on
the topic of deceptive publications and, for those unfortunate few who find their work
‘published’ by a deceptive publisher, the question of ‘what now?’ inevitably arises. For those
authors who inadvertently find their work in deceptive publication outlets, there exists scant
advice on the question of what to do next. Out of the 516 articles referred to previously
on ‘predatory publishing’, only 8% (n = 40) deal with the question from a
post-publication standpoint.36 Of these, 16 look specifically at the question
of what to do next regarding the article itself, while 24 examine other post‘For those authors
publication issues such as the impact on career progression, considerations
who inadvertently find
for future knowledge synthesis, or examine ethical or legal perspectives.
their work in deceptive

publication outlets,
In this literature, articles by Balehegen,37 Dadkhah,38 and Memon39 deal
there exists scant
with the question of what to do next most directly. They all suggest that
advice on the question
once an author becomes aware of the nature of the publication outlet,
they should withdraw their paper. There appears to be consensus for this
of what to do next’
course of action, with several other articles40 and publication guidelines41
recommending it. This recommendation comes despite noting that this
may involve complicated and lengthy correspondence or that the journal may demand
retraction fees (which they stress should not be paid). Dadkhah42 and Harris43 propose that
after the article is retracted, the author could submit it to a new journal with a supporting
explanation to the editor of the new journal. A case report posted to the Committee on
Publication Ethics (COPE) supports this, though under very specific circumstances.44 The
World Association of Medical Ethics (WAME) guidance on the topic suggests that ‘authors
whose legitimate research was published in predatory journals should have a mechanism
for submitting […] to a legitimate peer-reviewed journal’.45 However, this solution is not
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universally accepted,46 and is even rejected in COPE’s discussion document on predatory
publishing.47 One suspects that the lack of discussion on what to do with research that
appears in deceptive outlets and the stigma surrounding this topic generally makes finding a
consensus difficult, leaving authors without much guidance for this potentially valuable and
not yet validated research. In fact, it seems that researchers cannot even agree on whether
or how to list these publications on an academic CV.48

The solution

‘an author could
retract or withdraw
the article,
acknowledge its “prior
publication” and
submit it to a preprint
server’

Given that some studies into author motivations to submit to these journals
seem to suggest that authors are frustrated by the current academic
publishing system,49 a solution that proposes authors submit to a new
journal may not find much traction. The current approach to ignore or write
off this research also falls short of a satisfactory solution. These authors
appear already committed to OA, so there is an opportunity to explore other
advances in scholarly communication to provide them a solution to the
question of what to do next when they discover the deceptive nature of the
publication outlet. I therefore propose that an author could retract or withdraw the article,
acknowledge its ‘prior publication’ and submit it to a preprint server to make it available for
open peer review. The feasibility of this solution will be discussed in the following sections.

Open peer review and preprint servers
Open peer review, like predatory publishing, does not have a standardized definition. However,
in a systematic review, Ross-Hellauer proposes that open peer review can be seen as an
umbrella term for a number of overlapping ways that peer review models can be adapted in
line with the aims of open science.50 They propose seven main traits which may or may not be
present in a particular system of open peer review and that can be combined
in any number of ways. Similarly, the preprint and preprint server landscape is
‘If an author contends
equally complex and evolving. In their recent review of this landscape, Ernesto
that inadequate or
Galbán Rodríguez51 identifies 20 prominent preprint servers and proposes
no peer review was
five non-exclusive categories to define them. Given the complexities of both
performed…their
open peer review and preprint servers, this paper does not purport to provide
a single specific recommendation for authors, but rather imagines that an
article is analogous to
individual solution will depend on the author’s experience with the original
a preprint’
publication venue and their requirements for validation and preservation.
If an author contends that inadequate or no peer review was performed and
therefore their article is analogous to a preprint, they could post their retracted article to a
preprint server in their discipline. This solution is dependent on the community reframing
these articles as non-peer-reviewed preprints. Currently, most preprint servers, such as
BioRxiv, ChemRxiv and Preprints.org, state that the material posted should not have been
previously published. However, these policies are set by advisory boards and groups who
manage and set policies for these platforms and they could be revised, and guidelines
established. Most of these platforms perform a cursory review of any submitted articles,
therefore the author could submit their work with an acknowledgement of its appearance
elsewhere and an explanation or supporting evidence of the lack of peer review. For example,
they could provide their submitted manuscript and the published version to demonstrate that
there is no discernible difference between the two. If the advisory boards of preprint servers
were to accept the proposed reframing of these articles and shift their current policies to
allow for these postings, the risk of losing this science would be mitigated since most preprint
servers have robust preservation policies. For example, the Centre for Open Science, which
runs the infrastructure for OSF Preprints, SocAxiv and PhysArxiv, etc., has a policy and
funding for back-up and preservation52 and BioRxiv archives its papers at Portico.53
For the validation function, many preprint servers such as those listed above also allow
for open commenting or annotations, so they could support a form of open peer review.
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For those that do not support open peer review, another feature could be employed that
Ross-Tellauer characterizes as ‘open platform’ or ‘decoupled peer review’ whereby a
different organizational entity is employed for the peer review function. Two platforms,
Pubpeer and ScienceOpen, use a DOI look-up tool in order to use their commenting
features, so an author could actively solicit reviews from individuals in their fields using
the DOI provided by their preprint server.

Copyright and ethics
In order to fully consider the viability of this proposal, one must also consider questions of
both copyright and publication ethics. In the case report on the COPE Forum alluded to in the
previous section, the analysis of the appropriateness of retracting and republishing hinges on
whether or not a copyright transfer agreement has been signed.54 This is a correct analysis,
and authors should examine any publishing contract for copyright transfer, particularly given
the dubious nature of these outlets. However, one should not place so much importance on
this particular aspect that it becomes a barrier to considering this solution. It is important to
note that with most OA publications, the copyright remains with the author. But even if the
journal holds the copyright, there is usually a Creative Commons licence attached to it and this
is often true for even deceptive publishers. For example, OMICS, the dubious publisher at the
centre of a US$50 million lawsuit brought by the US Federal Trade Commission for deceptive
practices,55 states that all articles are available under a Creative Commons Attribution licence.
As long as the article is under a Creative Commons licence that would permit the reposting of
the article, and the place of first ‘publication’ is cited and acknowledged, there is no reason
under a copyright framework that this would not be permissible.
When it comes to publication ethics, WAME, COPE and the International Committee of
Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) all address the question of duplicate publication in their
various guidelines and forums. In these discussions, duplicate publication
under an ethical framework is addressed from the standpoint of deception
‘there is a lack
on the part of the author. If there is no deception on the part of the author
of guidance and
and they are transparent about the initial ‘publication’, I would propose then
agreement on this
that there is no ethical breach. As noted above, WAME suggests that there
should be a mechanism for authors to submit to a legitimate journal, but it
topic’
does not provide substantial guidance to journal editors on how to handle
such requests. In the COPE discussion document, there are contradictory
stances on the republishing of these articles, with one section stating ‘an article appearing in
a fake journal cannot be submitted for publication in a legitimate journal, as that counts as
attempted redundant/duplicate publication’ and the following section stating ‘occasionally,
upon author explanation an editor will consider an article previously accepted by a fake
journal. Generally, however, this is not the case’.56 Given their importance in establishing
and maintaining ethical standards for publication, it is unfortunate that there is a lack of
guidance and agreement on this topic. If the scholarly community were to accept that there
needs to be a shift in the conversation surrounding articles appearing in deceptive outlets,
WAME, COPE and ICJME should in response consider developing clear
guidelines for authors and editors regarding the republishing of retracted
‘researchers must
articles and consider the inclusion of posting to preprint servers as part of
reframe how
this guidance.

Conclusion

they think of this
potentially valuable
and at-risk research’

As it stands currently, there is no way for authors to retract an article,
acknowledge its prior ‘publication’ and submit it for open peer review
on a preprint server. However, the limitation is social and political, not technical, and so I
urge disciplinary communities and publication stakeholders to think about the question of
what to do with the at-risk research in their field. Rather than dismissing it or ignoring it,
researchers must reframe how they think of this potentially valuable and at-risk research
and consider it as an issue the disciplinary community must try to solve.
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